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Strategic Advisory Services
CyberSheath can help you answer
strategic questions with fact based
analysis. Questions may include:
Should security report into IT?
How can I measure my security
organization?
Have we invested in the right people,
processes, and technology?

CyberSheath works with security organizations to establish a
measurable and effective security strategy that can be

explained to the board and your business stakeholders. Our
decades of experience from the board room to the security
operations center floor has taught how to think and plan
strategically in parallel with day to day tactical delivery.
Our methodology compels information security
organizations to align with and contribute to business
objectives in a way that measures risk in terms the business
can understand.
Don’t let the day to day operational maintenance become
your default strategy, let CyberSheath enable you to create,
implement and measure a long-term strategic plan that you
can take to the business.

Security Strategic Planning Process
The CyberSheath Security Strategic Planning Process sets one and three year targets for strategic objectives that
enable the business. We set the long-term time horizon for the Strategic Plan at three years, which we consider
the longest period of time where there is enough stability with external factors to make planning useful, and long
enough to accomplish significant breakthrough changes.

1

BUSINESS ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT
Learn how to gather and analyze available
data and security metrics, develop a
strategy, strategic objectives, and the
initiatives to achieve your goals.

2

STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
Develop action plans, cascade objectives
and initiatives throughout the organization
and communicate strategic objectives and
initiatives to the business.

3

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXECUTION
Action plans are implemented and strategic
planning process status reviews are
conducted.

4

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT
Annual evaluation and improvement of
strategic planning process.

KEY BENEFITS

WHY CYBERSHEATH

Educate and Inform the Board

Our cyber security experts have advised Fortune 100 and 500
boards on security strategy, partnered with the Department of

Buy-In for Long-Term Strategy Vs One Off Project Approvals
Define Metrics to Manage Your Security Portfolio
Align Projects with an Overall Strategy

Defense to create Public/Private information sharing
mechanisms, testified before Government oversight
committees and are continually sought after around the globe
for our relevant experience and expertise.

Deliver Capabilities Not Tool Deployments

CyberSheath sees cyber security for what it is; a strategic

Create a Defensible and Measurable Organization

can be measured and explained to your board.

Elevate Security to a Business Partner
Align with Business Goals and Objectives

imperative that requires a documented plan for success that

